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STORY

The world where there is darkness and chaos is ruled the great and terrible Damond, one of the Supreme demons of hell. Your
mother aliviya was a person who lived in the living world, but Daymond took her to the world of the fallen and made her his

Queen, giving the power of darkness. Daymond, decided to leave behind the future ruler in the darkness was born Neacy, heir to
the world of the underworld. The essence Neaca has light and dark magic, thus, gives him extraordinary strength.

All demons and dark gods rebelled against Damon. But, your father vowed to protect you and he entered into a great battle
against the hordes of demons who considered him a traitor. In order to be reborn as the true God of Darkness, you have to go to
the living world and prove to the world your true nature. But first You'll need to get out of the hell in which he was born Neaki.

During your adventure you will encounter demons, numerous traps and tricky mazes. Passing on the power and strength of
Neaca will grow and with time, you will discover different types of magical abilities.

FEATURES

Skill system
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A system of improving the attributes of the character

The ability to change the appearance(skins)

Challenging levels

Riches

HD Graphics

Secret places

Hordes of demons

Real chaos 10/10

Hordes of demons

There are screamers
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Title: Chaordic
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
Artepi Corporation
Publisher:
Artepi Corporation
Release Date: 17 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 [32, 64], Windows 10 [32, 64] Bit, Windows 8.1 [32, 64] Bit, Windows 8 [32, 64] bit Bit, Windows XP [32,
64] Bit

Processor: Intel® Pentium® G4400 @ 3.3GHz (2 CPUs) /AMD A4-6300 @ 3.7GHz (2 CPUs)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel® HD Graphics 3000 with 1 GB of RAM / AMD HD 4870 1GB

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 520 MB available space

Additional Notes: You can play with minimal graphics settings.
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Best 3 euro I've ever spent! You can even play as a Snowowl! <3. Very well written, had much fun with it.
Want to Read\/Play a good story? Try this one.

I really disliked not havin the option to save when i want.
*I want a option to see how much of skill xy i need to do something, failing at stuff is not fun.. Positives: Easy to learn game! I
figured out how to do everything even before the tutorial was completed. Very simple graphics, so it runned great on my old
laptop (Which is 5 years old.) It's kid friendly, and I was not sure wether I was playing a childrens game, or a adult game. I'd say
it's perfect for kids. It has some great charm, and the kind sensation the game gives a impression off, feels really good! It
lightened my mood. Cool graphics when lowering land!

Negatives: I couldn't descide what buildings to build, and where to place them. The Furlings did that for me. I really disliked
that. There was no way to make roads, and more fancy looking towns. There was no structure, or streets, walls for protection
etc. Just a town, and all I could do as a "God" was to create land. And I could do some natural powers, such as rain, lightning,
vulcano, etc. But those got old, pretty fast, because of the graphics when shooting one off. Annoying to see it come up in a circle
every single time, and being locked to it... And making a pathway from one hight level to the other was hard, seeing as how
when I just lower ground it is in the shape of a hand, while highening lang was more "correct" in my head, as it highed only a
nice radius around my cursor. The game only had 8 levels, and 3 bonus levels. The last bonus level was dissapointing, even
though I get why it was as it was. But the game story in general was very dissapointing. I had hoped for a bigger challenge, and a
longer story. It seemed to me, as if the developers gave up on it.

I'm sorry, but I would not reccomend buying this game.. Well...

It's a game.

That is all.. very cool would buy again. Great original concept, good graphic, Good control- (There is sometime a little weird
delay with teleportation.) Cool music. Maybe just a little bit repetitive . Overall, very good game 9/10.

. Probably the best game I've ever played, honestly. I love reading, and the story in this "game" really pulled me into it. Would
recommend to anyone that likes reading.. My in depth review: Meh. Not bad, but just not that great. Certainly not good enough
to hold my attention. Plenty of other twin stick shooters out there are more fun than this.
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I've played quite a lot of Solitaire games and while is not a bad game, I do have to rank it somewhere towards the bottom.
There's virtually no story beyond the theme and setting and the power-ups are not that special and cost way too much to upgrade.
I also believe that the game, like many others of its kind, cheats. If the AI is not cheating then it is just poorly programmed. I
don't think that drawing seven kings in a row can be labelled as anything other than those two possibilities.

There are better Solitaire and traditional card deck-based games out there. Avalon Legends gets a marginal thumbs up. Fun was
to be had in playing it, but there's no way I can stick it out to the end as it just hits a brick wall after a while.. Good free game.
Love it. The French don't have Gendarmes.
The Portuguese aren't playable.
The Spanish have post-1811 uniforms rather than the earlier uniforms they wore throughout the Peninsular War.
Guerrilla warfare is like conventional warfare.

Doesn't add much to be honest. If you like to play British and do Welly stuff it's nice I think, but as a fan of both the French and
the Iberian factions there isn't much for my liking here.

Oh and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Sharpe.. This game is good crack for passing time. It has impressive graphics for a 2010
game also and has that certain feel that just keeps you coming back. Very short, but very well done. Too creepy for me to finish
(I was very near the end, it turns out) so I watched a vid of someone else finishing it. I would LOVE to see more narrative games
done in this sort of way. Just not as creepy. Something with this foundation, but with some player choice and a bit of branching
(even just pseudo in-scene branching like Life is Strange or other light adventure games) could be really great.

Bottom line: definitely worth a playthrough. Especially if you're designing for VR.. Good game, more forgiving than SW. fun
story. Got drunk and danced my way to vitory with Jake

10/10 would dance agian. The most insensitive game ive ever played.

Having a sex change doesn't simply come down to the fact you want to have boobs or look sexy, alot of people do it because
they don't feel comfortable in their own bodies. Its especially hard to actually read on Zeke's storyline when pretty much every
2-10 minutes, he mentions the fact he was forcibly turned into a girl and infact he has a pretty ♥♥♥♥ing a okay point and
everyone is like "OMIGOD YOUR HOT.". Jeeeze, there is stuff like this all the way through the story and in fact its pretty
cringeworthy. Its pretty much gag gift status, right up there with bad rats.

I could seriously see this game hurting the feelings of some people, and its not really in anything else but the writing. The
writing is definitely the worst part, i absolutely hated all the Gender Bended characters when they interacted with others,
literally all they did was talking about being a girl and how sexy they were. Not everyone is going to be like that if you force
them at will, in fact i'd imagine they would be really♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off and sue you. The other storylines are just as
cringeworthy (and funny) but Zeke's one is absolutely the most ive ever gotten actually angry at a visual novel that i've had to
force myself to finish reading through it so a word of caution.

A Few Bug Issues.
Occasionally the UI will have you thinking its your protagonist talking but instead its another character. Spelling mistakes
galore, too! It makes you think that these guys haven't even heard of a spell checker, its a magical construct that actually makes
sure you haven't ♥♥♥♥ed up grammatically!

Ultimately what the hell else can you expect from Gender Bender DNA Twister Extreme. Hell, i accepted it because i figured it
would be a bit of a laugh to read and it is so, i guess this game has that.

However, if your in it for the narrative side there are many alternatives. Stuff like Katawa Shoujo and Analogue : A Hate Story
tell the story in a much more interesting way. In the end this game will always be ridiculous while with Katawa Shoujo and Hate
Story in some parts its some top class writing.

I'd like to take the time to tell you that Katawa Shoujo is Free, and Hate Story is much much less costly.

edit: fixed a few typos.
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